
Are These 7 Damaging Website 
Mistakes Costing Your Fitness 
Businesses Thousands Each Year in 
Missed Clients and Lost Revenue



“Many fitness business websites don’t bring in enough leads and clients for their owners because they don't use 
a formula proven to attract clients. 

Poorly designed or DIY websites without the proper marketing message can end up being a costly drain on 
time and finances, not to mention missed opportunities, lost profits and lost clients.” 
- Liam Thompson, Internet Fitpro: The Fitness Business Website Experts

The truth is, it doesn't have to be this way. By avoiding the following 7 costly mistakes in this cheat 
sheet, you’ll jump ahead of 99% of other Fitness Businesses when it comes to having a profitable lead 
generating website that grows your fitness business faster.

Turn Your Fitness Business 
Website into a Client Attracting 
Lead Generating Machine By 
Making The Following Changes
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One of the biggest challenges that personal trainers have is the inability to get their message across on their 
website so potential clients sign up for their services.

Often they use confusing words and images that don't fit with who they want to work with.  
If there is one thing we know about people it's this. People who are confused or don’t understand what you 
do (and how you can help them), will go elsewhere to get what they are looking for. In this case that means 
other trainers, coaches or gyms in your town.

That's why we came up with the caveman test for your fitness business website.

This quick task takes about 10 seconds.
Imagine you showed your website to a caveman who had no idea what you did for a living?

Could they answer the following 3 questions?

1.      Is it clear what you offer in a language that they understand? (The Offer)
2.      How will your offer or service make your clients' life better? (The Benefits)
3.      What do they need to do to buy it or get started? (The Call To Action)

 
Add  some social proof and a lead magnet to collect emails to your website and you’ll already be head and 
shoulders above 99% of other personal training websites when it comes to attracting a steady stream of new 
clients.

01
It Fails The 10 Second 

Caveman Test
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Many of the fitness business websites we review are full of words that confuse potential clients. 
It’s not that these coaches, trainers and gyms are necessarily wrong, it’s just they are using fitness industry 
words. They are using words they and other trainers and coaches understand but their ideal clients don’t.

Here are some words you may be using that the general public may not understand:

Strength and Conditioning, Biosignature, Level 3 Personal Trainer, Chek Certified, Metabolic Resistance, 
Functional Training.

What we recommend is getting to know your ideal client and the language THEY use. Take time to learn 
the reasons why they want to hire a personal trainer or join your gym and how they would describe what 
they want to achieve.

Maybe they want to lose weight or tone up, or the real reason is 
that they want to get their confidence and their old bodies back. 
The answers to this will depend on who you are targeting as 
your ideal client.

BTW: Creating a perfect client profile is the first thing we show 
you how to do when you invest in a new lead generating 
website from us. It’s also what will help you stand out from all 
the other trainers and coaches in your town.

This isn’t just limited to the words on your website. It’s also 
important that the website images fit your ideal client as well. If 
you work with ladies who want to lose weight and who might 
not be confident walking into a gym then it’s unlikely that they 
are going to be impressed by shirtless six pack pictures of you 
deadlifting 200lbs or the pictures of all the scary equipment in 
your gym. (It may not be scary to you, but it is to them)
 
Which brings us on neatly to mistake number 3.

02
It’s Written in The Wrong 

Language
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Most personal trainers and fitness businesses make 
themselves the hero on their websites, instead of 
the person they want to work with. This is especially 
true if your website has been built by someone who 
doesn’t understand marketing or the fitness 
industry.

If you look at many fitness business or PT websites, 
you’ll see them talk about their qualifications, how 
long they have been a coach or how long they have 
been in business.

They might even mention they are fully insured and 
how they love what they do. Some may mention 
that they are a level 3 member of some national 
personal trainer register that doesn’t mean anything 
to the person reading it.

However, there is a huge problem with all of the above.

The truth is that most people hire personal trainers and coaches or join gyms to guide them to their desired 
end goal and If your website is focused on you then the visitors are very quickly going to switch off.

Our advice here is to put yourself in the shoes of your ideal client. The person looking for a personal trainer 
or a gym to join and ask the following questions:

03
 It’s All About The Trainer 

and Not The Client
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“What’s in it for them”

“How is what I do as a coach going to benefit them and their life”

“How does the service you offer help them achieve their goals?”



Consider the heroes in your favourite movies. 
Many heroes have trusted guides that appear just when they need help. Guides that coach them to 
become a success and overcome the bad guys. 

That’s exactly where you and your fitness business come into play. You are the trusted guide they are 
searching for. Just like

On your fitness business website, you should aim to be less Batman and more Alfred. 

Make a decision to be the trusted guide and help your clients be the hero in their own story. This alone will 
transform your business and the results you get from your website.
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Luke Skywalker has Yoda in Star Wars

Daniel has Mr Miyagi in The Karate Kid

Even Badass Bruce Wayne has Alfred to guide him in the Batman movies



Think of it like asking someone out of a date or asking for their phone number instead of proposing 
marriage straightaway.

This is where a great lead magnet comes into play.

A lead magnet is something that you give away in exchange for a website visitor's email address or 
other contact details. It could be a free report like the one you are reading right now, an eBook or a video 
that teaches them something of value. 

However, your website visitors aren’t going to magically share their personal details with you for an ebook 
or a video. You must give them an incentive. 

In fact the number one function of your website, should be to persuade your website visitor to give you 
their details by giving them something of value.

04
Not Asking For Contact Details
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FACT: The majority of people who visit your fitness business website won’t be ready to become 
a new client straightaway, so it makes sense to ask them to make a smaller commitment. In 
this case leave you with some contact details.



Here are some examples of lead magnets you could use:
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Quizzes or surveys that ask for email to get the results

Free downloads

Training videos

Reports and case studies

‘How to’ guides

Cheat sheets

This ‘something of value’ your visitors get when they give you their email must help them solve a problem 
right away. It’s the marketing equivalent of asking for a potential date’s phone number, so you can follow up 
and talk to them again.

We call this a ‘lead magnet’ and as you are reading this right now, there is a very good chance you gave us 
your email address and maybe even your name to get access to it.
If you manage to get your lead magnet right, you will get more people leaving you with their contact details 
and becoming hot leads for your personal training business.

A word of warning though...

You must be super specific with your lead magnet. It must always solve a problem that is related to your 
core business and your specific target audience.

For example, as a personal trainer you could offer a free guide to help your ideal client lose their first 5lbs or 
your “5 strategies for building a bigger chest”. 



Perception is everything when it comes to the marketing and 
selling of fitness and personal training.
To be taken seriously by potential clients you must have a 
Personal Domain Name for your fitness business. If your 
business is called Mike's Fitness then it makes sense to have 
mikesfitness.com (or .co.uk) as your domain name.

This will make you look more professional and like a real 
business rather than just having a Facebook fan page, using 
your personal Facebook profile or a Click Funnels, wix or 
weebly domain.

It’s not even expensive, you can buy a domain name from 
Godaddy for around $10 per year. 
There is no excuse not to have one.

This also allows you to have a professional email address 
such as mike@mikesfitness.com rather than using a free 
Gmail or Outlook address, such as 
mikethetrainer@hotmail.com.

Same thing with relying on just a Facebook page instead of 
your own website.

What would happen if Facebook pulled the plug on your 
fan page or your account got hacked?

How would you market your business then?

Relying on Facebook for your fitness business is like 
building a house on rented land. At some point the landlord 
might want his land back and you will have lost everything.

05
Using Free Web Services
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When someone takes the time to visit your website and read your blogs or video blogs, you can be sure 
that they have an interest in what you have to offer as a personal trainer.

You can use this visitor interest as an opportunity to ask for their email address. Simply offer to email them 
something related to your blog post that’s useful to them.

Blogging and creating valuable content aimed at your ideal clients will not only help you rank better in 
search engines like Google, but will also showcase your knowledge and skills to potential clients, creating 
a level of trust.

If you are using WordPress then it will have blog capability built in and there are lots of cool ways of using it 
to transition your readers and potential clients to become hot leads by getting them on your email list.

Having a blog is also vital when it comes to running retargeting Ads, which is a way of showing ads on 
Facebook and other websites to people who have previously visited your site. This is very powerful stuff 
and something we teach to our clients.

06
Out of Date or No Content
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Social proof is defined as:

“A psychological phenomenon where people 
assume the actions of others in an attempt to reflect 
correct behaviour for a given situation.”

It’s also one of Robert Cialdini’s six master 
principles of persuasion in his must-read 
marketing book ‘Influence’.

For you and your fitness business this means that 
people are more likely to act and buy your fitness 
services if they can relate to people that have 
gone before them and they can see this on your 
website.

It lowers the risk for potential clients because they 
can see they are not going first and the people 
who have gone before them got the desired 
results they want. The same results they want.

This is why testimonials are so powerful on 
websites. It’s also why people selling weight loss 
or fitness products use so many before and after 
pictures. They work.

07
No Social Proof AKA Testimonials
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As a fitness business it’s vital that you share the results you get with your clients. 

In fact, from a marketing point of view, I recommend having social proof on all pages, especially 
your home page and all landing pages on your website.

Social proof can be in the form of testimonials, videos or even before / after pictures.
You can also link into testimonials from third party providers such as Google Business, 
Facebook and Yelp.

Here are a few examples of social proof for Internet Fitpro

“The support and guidance I've received from Liam, Matt and their team 
is second to none, and they REALLY understand the Irish and UK market 
in a way other “fitness business” website providers do not. An IFP client 
doesn't just get a website, but a total marketing, Facebook, and new 
client generation plan too. Definitely get the highest recommendation 
from me.”

- James Hanley   Revolution Fitness Dublin

They Are Second to None

These guys offer so much more than web design. They listened to what 
we wanted and why we do what we do and really took the time to get to 
know both us and our business before starting on the website. They 
even helped us with our Facebook ads and other forms of marketing 
which has really helped to get the brand "out there".

Since the website has been live we have received more leads and even 
our existing members have commented on how brilliant it looks! 

- Nicole Ulatowski   Nu You Pilates

Helped to Get the Brand “Out There"
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Next Steps

That’s it, 7 mistakes you may be making that could be costing you thousands of dollars and 
pounds in missed clients every year. 

All you need to do is make the changes and you will be well on your way to your own highly 
effective client generating fitness business website that will put you ahead of 99% of other 
local fitness businesses.

Want More Help?

If you struggle with technology and would like us to build you a high converting client 
generating website for your fitness business that can help attract new clients and grow your 
business faster? 
Just click on the link below to arrange a chat with us.
 
Click here to visit Internet Fitpro for more info
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https://internetfitpro.com/

